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Introduction

Methods/Apparatus

Conclusions

• The 112 and 108 mm French style adjustable tailpiece 

designs used in the experiment was developed and 

produced at Arbutus Fittings in Metchosin B.C.

• This study looks at the changes in the frequency response 

of the bridge admittance as the position of the centre of 

mass (CofM) of the tailpiece is changed. 

• The hypothesis is that as the CofM is changed the 

frequency and magnitude of a certain modes of vibration 

in the tailpiece can be adjusted.  This adjustment will also 

affect  the admittance at the bridge. 

• These effects will be described and measured. 

Results

• Software developed by George Stoppani was used in 

characterizing the mode shapes of the tailpiece and  in 

measuring the bridge admittance.

• A purpose built “dead rig” was used to characterize the 

horizontal  rotation mode of the 112 mm tailpiece.
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The horizontal rotation mode of an adjustable ebony 112 mm tailpiece was identified using 

modal analysis performed on the dead rig, and the ability of the adjustable weight to change the 

resonant frequency of this mode was observed. 

The horizontal rotation mode of an adjustable ebony 112 mm tailpiece was identified using 

modal analysis performed on the dead rig, and the ability of the adjustable weight to change the 

resonant frequency of this mode was observed. 

We showed that the horizontal  rotation mode of a 

112 mm adjustable tailpiece could be adjusted 

between frequencies of 731 Hz to 617 Hz and  a 

similar 108 mm tailpiece between 654 Hz to 524 

Hz. The effect of tuning the tailpiece to  impact an 

identified admittance peak was demonstrated. The 

magnitude of the  target peak bridge admittance 

was reduced by 20 db by such adjustment.  This 

admittance peak was associated with a wolf note 

which was effectively reduced.

Test Mass (g) % along channel Frequency (Hz)

1 0 N/A 731

2 2.2 g 0 709

3 2.2 g 50 668

4 2.2 g 100 617

A 108 mm adjustable ebony tailpiece was then mounted on a violin and the 2.2 g weight was 

adjusted from 0-110 % of channel length. Measurements for both the location of the mode 

characterized above and the response of the bridge admittance were taken. 

A 108 mm adjustable ebony tailpiece was then mounted on a violin and the 2.2 g weight was 

adjusted from 0-110 % of channel length. Measurements for both the location of the mode 

characterized above and the response of the bridge admittance were taken. 

Peak on bridge admittance of interest

-close to tail piece resonance 

-relatively strong  admittance peak 

-corresponds to B1 + mode

Axis of rotation for mode 
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For no mass in the tailpiece : at 557 Hz the 

admittance at the bridge is 52 dB  
108 mm tailpiece mode at 645 Hz

No mass 

mass at 0%

mass at 110%

mass at 50 %

mass at 100 %

Peaks splitting 

For the mass at  its absolute maximum distance 

in the channel the bridge admittance at 557 hz

has been reduced by 20 dB 

Experimental layout 

Red dots: accelerometer locations 

White dots: modal hammer strike locations 

Hammer Rig
Dead Rig 


